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TInnGO Open Data Repository (ODR) is used to store large volumes of gender-related transport 
data, acquired from 10 national hubs of a pan-European Gender Observatory of the H2020/TINNGO 
Project (https://www.tinngo.eu/). However, any other contributor of relevant such datasets is 
invited and welcome to contribute. TInnGO ODR is available through the following web 
address: https://tinngo.sboing.net/#repository and it supports two types of users. Visitors that 
have open access to all published data collections and Contributors that can upload and 
manage data collections.





The application's main menu is located on the left side of the screen. Using the main menu you can
navigate to the administrative pages of TInnGO ODR. The main menu is collapsible. This means
that it can be hidden and shown on demand, in order to maximize the application's working area on

the screen. You can hide or show the main menu by clicking on the button  on the top left
side of the screen, right next to TInnGO ODR logo. The main menu is collapsed automatically when
the screen size is relatively small.

Resource Manager

Legal Documentation - This section contains the terms and conditions of use of the TInnGO
Open Data Repository.

User Guide - Contains this guide you are currently reading.

Organizations - Only visible by Administrators. Manage the organizations, add a new
organization or edit a organizations's properties, such as its nameand contact person.

Users - Only visible by Administrators and Organization Supervisors. Manage the users that
have access to the application. Add a new user, change a user's personal or account details,
assign an oraganization to a user and set the desired roles / access rights.



There is also a menu option on the top bar of the screen:

User Account Menu - This includes two options. 1) Edit your pr
email and password. 2) Log out from TInnGO ODR. This terminates y ou will
be asked to enter your account credentials next time y ven if you had



Only visible by Administrators.

The image bellow displays the main area of the screen for managing the organizations of the

application.

Column names and data types explained:

Organization name - The actual name of the Organization that will be displayed in the
application. It can contain any characters with a total length of 200.

Slug - This is the name of the Organization that will be displayed in the URL of the browser's
address bar. It must be consisted only of lowercase latin characters, numbers and dashes

. It cannot start with a dash.

Contact person / Contact email - The name and the email address of the contact person in
charge for any application r ganization.

Timezone - The timezone that the Organization is in. Values are selected from a system list.
Note that Daylight Saving Time (DST) is applied automatically according to the selected
timezone, current date and time.



This is the popup window for creating or editing a Organization.



Only visible by Administrators and Organization Supervisors.

The image bellow displays the main area of the screen for managing the users that have access to

the application.

Column names and data types explained:

Username - A short name that is used to identify the user. It must be unique, namely tow
different users cannot have the same username. The username cannot be changed after a
new user has been created.

Password - (Not displayed in the users list). Must contain at least one letter and one number
and have a minimum length of 8 characters.

Forename / Surname - The real full name of the user. An alias or nickname can be used
instead, in case anonymity is required.

Email - A valid email address where the user will receiv



Organization - Each user is assigned t ganization. If no organization is
assigned, then there will be no available services for the user when he logs in. The only
exception of a user with no assigned organization is the Administrator.

Roles - A list of roles that are assigned to users. Each r
Detailed information about the available role types is included bellow.

Admin - A special user role that has complete access to the system.

This is the popup window for creating a new user. In case of editing an existing user the username
vailable, since the username cannot be changed.

Available user roles:

Organization Supervisor - This role type allows the user to create new user accounts and
manage all user accounts and data collections that belong to the organization.

Administrator - An administrator role enables the user to manage all system organizations,
user accounts and data collections.



The image bellow displays the data collections that are managed by the logged-in depositor user.

Depending on the user roles the list may contain:

Only the data collections created by the user (logged-in user as default depositor)

Data collections created by users in the same organization (logged-in user with organization
supervisor role)

Data collections created by every user of the application (logged-in user with administrator
role)

Column names and data types explained:

Data Collection Title - The title of the data collection.

Description - The description (abstr
characters will be displayed in this view.

Organization - The organization that the user who created the data collection belongs to.

t of the data collection.



Status - The status of the data collection. Possible values are: 

 = the data collection has some information missing 
 = the data collection has been submitted and been published to T-ODR.

Created on - The date and time when the data collection was created.

Created by - The full name of the user who created the data collection.

Before depositing a new data collection, it is recommended to check the guidelines on how to
prepare the data and documentation. To display the guidelines, click on the information icon or
on the heading above the "Create new data collection" button.

Upon successful data collection creation, the following message is displayed on the top right of the
screen:

The process of data collection creation and depositing consists of e distinct steps:

1. Terms and conditions



To deposit a data collection, you must accept the TInnGO ODR T and Conditions as
follows:

wise lawfully entitled t ant this license on behalf of
each and ev .

ant a non-exclusiv oy ee license to the TinnGO Data Reposit y to hold, make
copies of, and disseminate copies of the Data collection, accessible t

ation.

2. People



In step 2 you will be asked to in information about the people involved in this data collection. For
each individual you must type the full name, email and in the corresponding There
are four people categories in this step:

Creators - Creators will become the authors of the data collection in the citation.

Copyright holders - The copyright holding individuals and/or organizations for the data
collection.

Contacts - The main point of contact for enquiries about the data collection. May be an
individual, or an organization.

Contributors - This includes any additional accreditation to people involved in the production
of the data collection.

Please note that all mandatory are marked with a red asterisk symbol (*). Your progress is
saved automatically every time a step is completed by clicking on “Next” button.

3. Data Collection

In this step y

Data collection title - The title of the data collection. Requir

Alternative title - Alternative title of the data collection. T



Data description (abstract) - A written description or abstract of the data collection.
Requir

Keywords - Enter up to ten keywords that best describe this data collection. Separate values
by commas or ENTER. Required keywor

Subjects - Select at least one main subject category, and optionally up to two other subject
categories you think are appropriate for your data collection from the list. Required checkbox

Temporal coverage - Provide a start and end data of either the actual data collection period,
or else the time period that is covered by the data collection.

Collection period - Star
Temporal coverage - The time period (start and end date) for this data collection, if it
is different from the data collection period, e.g. for data representing a historical

Geographical coverage - Provide information about the geographical area where your data
were collected.

Geographical area - The name(s) of the location(s) or area(s) where your data were
collected (text input).
Bounding area aphical area covered by your data collection by four
latitude/longitude coordinates in decimal degrees, as the smallest rectangular shape
that t th latitude, East
longitude, South latitude, West longitude)
Country - The country or countries where the data were collected. Required text input

The Bounding area can be set either by using the map or by directly typing the coordinates in
the input boxes.



Methodology: Data collection method - Describe the methodology used to create this data
collection (e.g. interviews, measurements, surveys, mapping, modeling, focus groups etc.).
Describe sampling procedure and studied population. Requir

Methodology: Observation unit - Select the appropriate observation unit(s) from the list.
Required checkbo

Methodology: Kind of data - Select the kind of data in the collection from the list. Required
checkbo

Methodology: Data sourcing, processing and preparation - Information about the source of
the data collection, e.g. if derived from existing data resources. List any available data
resources under Related resources. Any quality assessment, improvement processes or
changes (e.g. anonymisation) that were applied to the data should be summarized here.
Requir

Type of data - Select the appropriate data type(s) for this collection from the list. Required
checkbo

Resource language - The language of textual information of the data collection. Required

Related resources - Provide any external resources that relate to this data collection, such
as a manuscript or published article, a project website, publications, software or other data
collections. If your data collection is already held in an external repository or location, provide
the URL here. If this data collection is linked to a data paper, reference the paper here. For
each resource you should pro



URL - T
Name - T
Type - Dr
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In case some of the uploaded are rejected because the do not meet the requirements
ed:
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Edit a data collection

You can edit your own data collections any time. In order to edit a data collection, click on

the  button on the right side of the list from the Resource Manager main screen. Please

note that editing a data collection is not possible after it has been deposited.

Delete a data collection

You can delete a data collection only when its status is either “Empty” or “Saved”. In order to

delete a data collection, click on the  button on the right side of the list from the

Resource Manager main screen. Please note that deleting a data collection is not possible
after it has been deposited. To complete the deletion process, you must your action
thr

View a data collection



You can view a data collection any time independently of its status. In order to view a data

collection, click on the  button on the right side of the list from the Resource Manager

main screen.

 
From the “View Data Collection” screen, if the data collection has been deposited, you can
display the PID assigned to it by clicking on the area on the top right of the screen.

 
On the “View Data Collection” screen, you can display detailed information by clicking on the
expandable boxes that group the information:

Y y clicking on the  button.
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